
 

Montreal Regional Association 

Rules, Procedures and Exceptions Host Clubs 
 

Excerpt from the competition rules, Interclub 4, 5 and 6 

4-Standings: The Club finishing in second position remains in its section and is placed in the first row and 

thus receives the following year. The receiving club can only be host for a maximum of two consecutive 

years. 

5- Obligation of the Host Club: The only obligations of the Host Club are, to allow the players of each 

team, to play for free during the day of the competition and to enjoy a round of practice also free of charge. 

6- Responsibilities of the Host Club: The Host Club is responsible for enforcing the rules of the 

competition and the preparation of the course. 

 

*Invitation letter 

The invitation to send for Interclub A, B and Senior meetings must include at 

least the following information. 

1) The schedule and course of the competition day (Captains ‘meeting first tee time etc ...) 

2) Charges and reservations: for the services available, such as for brunch or dinner or cocktail party etc 

... Including the cost for players and caddies. 

3) Practice rounds: The dates available to the opposing teams for the practice round, the starting blocks 

that will be used, as well as the coordinates of the manager to contact for reservations. 

4) Electric cart: The availability of electric carts, how many are accepted by foursome. And should we book 

in advance? If so, to whom? 

5) The invitation sent to the Captains of the guest clubs must be done at least 4 weeks before the date of 

the competition. 



 

*Procedures in case of a date conflict; 
 

 Schedule conflict: sometimes a conflict of date for the competition occurs ... the Host Club is allowed to 

change this date within a one week of the interval (before or after the scheduled date according to the 

category) 

1) You must call the Captains of the other three Clubs informing them of the new possible date for 

you to receive. 

2) If all agree: you inform the Association as soon as possible and the changes will be made on the 

website. 

3) If only one club can not accept the change of date for any reason: 

You must ask the Club in second position of your group, if it can receive for you, if there is refusal, you ask the 

third, refusal again, you finally ask the fourth. 

 If unfortunately, no Club can receive for you, you are disqualified.                                                                     

(And you inform the Association as soon as possible, of the conclusion of your request) 

 

*Cases of refusal to receive, withdrawal or 

impossibility to receive (which is not a reason of a major issue); 

 In such case there will be immediate disqualification of the Host Club. 

 

Consequence of a disqualification of a Host Club; 

The Host Club will be withdrawn for the current year, in addition to being 

relegated to the last group of its class (if available) and a one-year suspension is 

added to the demotion. 

This Club must meet the association before any reintegration. 


